In selection problems the usual loss function is the 0-1 one, i.e. the selection goal is to bound, from below, probabilities of making \correct" selections. In the present paper a selection goal based on a general loss function is presented. The populations have unknown location parameters and \good" populations are the ones with large values of this parameter. The case of two populations is considered in detail. For this case the selection rule is given and its performance is investigated for normal populations.
INTRODUCTION
Statistical selection methods are concerned with the problem of selecting, out of a set of k populations 1 ; ; k , a non-empty subset containing the "best" population. This selection is made on the basis of k independent samples, one from each population. Here, the "best" population is, in most cases, de ned as the one with the largest (or smallest) value of an unknown parameter, e.g. the mean, or the variance. An agricultural experimenter, e.g., might be interested in the variety with the highest yield. In the case where the parameter is the variance one might want to nd the population with the smallest value of this parameter. There are two basic approaches to subset selection. One approach, the indi erence zone approach, was suggested by Bechhofer (1954) . The other approach, subset selection, was presented by Gupta (1956 Gupta ( , 1965 ). Hsu's (1984) con dence-bound approach encompasses Bechhofers's as well as Gupta's approach. The indi erence zone approach has as its goal the selection of the best population. The sample sizes are chosen in such a way that, for some given P 2 ( 1 k ; 1), the probability of a correct selection is at least P whenever the best population is at least ( > 0, given) away from the second best. The subset selection approach has as its goal the selection of a non-empty subset, as small as possible, containing the best population with a given probability. And this probability requirement has to be met for all possible parameter values. Practical objections to selection procedures are of the type: "large sample sizes needed" for the indi erence zone approach and "large subsets" for the subset selection approach. For strong requirements (large P and/or small ), when using the indi erence zone approach, one has to pay with large sample sizes. Using the subset selection approach one pays, for xed sample sizes, with a large size of the selected subset. These large subsets are mainly due to the fact that the probability requirement has to be met also for the least favourable con guration (LFC) of the parameters. For the location model the LFC is, in many cases, the con guration consisting of equal parameter values for the k populations. Generalizations of the above approaches where, instead of looking for the best population, the goal is to nd the best t (2 t < k) populations have also been considered (see e.g. Gupta and Panchapakesan (1979) for these and other modi cations). The performance of selection procedures can be improved by either increasing the sample sizes or by weakening the probability requirements. An investigator might not be able or willing to do either. However, he might be able to specify an " > 0 such that, from a practical point of view, he is content when his subset contains an "-best population. Here, an "-best population is any population with a parameter value within " of the value of the largest parameter. This concept of "-best started, in fact, with the notion of -correct ranking introduced by Fabian (1962) and Lehmann (1963) . There are several papers dealing with the problem of selecting all good populations, which is the same as that of all "-best populations, with a predescribed con dence or to select a subset which excludes all inferior populations with a minimal guaranteed probability P , where an inferior population is de ned by a parameter value not within " (> ") of the largest parameter value (Desu, 1970) . Similar ideas have been developed in the context of the t-th best population (see for instance Panchapakesan and Santner (1977) ). For the location problem, van der Laan (1992) studied the use of an "-best population in subset selection with as goal the selection of a non-empty subset which includes at least one "-best population with a minimal guaranteed probability P ( 1 k < P < 1). Gill and Sharma (1993) consider the location problem for exponential populations. They propose a procedure which omits an "-best population or includes an inferior one with probability at most 1?P . Desu and Bristol (1985) propose a procedure where one of the possible decisions is to not make a selection and declare the populations to be \equivalent". For an overview of the literature on this subject we refer to the survey paper by Gupta and Panchapakesan (1985) . In the present paper a further generalization is considered. It consists of replacing the zero-one loss function by a continuous one. There are several papers dealing with the problem of selection using a decision-theoretic approach based on loss functions. Some of them are dealing with Bayes procedures using loss functions of various forms. To mention a few: Studden (1967) , Deely and Gupta (1968) , Bickel and Yahav (1977) and Gupta and Kim (1981) . There also are papers which consider a loss for every good population which is not selected and for every bad population which is selected. For references, for such cases, we refer to the survey paper by Gupta and Panchapakesan (1985) and to Lam and Yu (1994) . Lam and Yu (1994) consider two types of loss functions, where one measures the loss of including bad populations and the other one measures the loss of the non-selection of good populations. We consider a location problem and our loss function takes into account the di erence, in parameter value, between the best population in the selected subset and the best of all populations minus " (" 0; given). Although the case of two normal populations is considered in this paper, a general description of our generalization for the case of k(k 2) populations is given in Section 2. In Section 3 the special case of two normal populations is studied in detail. Section 4 contains a discussion and a comparison, for the case of two normal populations, of our results with those of Gupta and van der Laan. Section 5 contains some lemmas used in the proofs of our results. Section 6 contains tables needed when our results are applied in the two-sample normal case with a quadratic loss function.
A GENERALIZED SUBSET SELECTION GOAL
Let, for i = 1; ; k; X i1 ; ; X in i be a sample from i and suppose these k samples are independent. It is assumed that X i1 has distribution function F (x ? i ), where i 2 IR is unknown, i = 1; ; k; and F (x) is a known function of x. The ordered parameters are denoted by 1] k] and the population associated with i] is denoted by (i) ; i = 1; ; k. The best population is (k) . Finally, the selected subset of indices from K = f1; ; kg is denoted by d.
The generalized loss function considered in this paper is of the form
(2.1) with = ( 1 ; ; k ), " 0; h a non-decreasing function de ned on IR + and I(A) the indicator function of the set A. The subset selection approach studied by van der Laan (1992) corresponds to h(x) = 1 for all x 2 IR + . The advantage of our approach is that it does not just take into account whether or not an "-best population is in the subset, but the loss function measures how bad the best one in the subset is if no "-best population is there. Note that we consider only losses due to the absence of good populations in the selected subset and no losses due to the presence of bad populations. Our procedure attains a goal similar to \not too often too many bad ones in the selected subset" by bounding the risk function R and/or the expected subset size. For k = 2, where there is at most one bad one in the subset, choosing a rule such that R R 0 when 2] ? 1] is large gives the procedure a risk R 0 when the bad population is really bad. Further, putting an upperbound on the expected subset size for large values of 2] ? 1] gives another protection against the presence of a bad one too often. In fact, when k = 2, an upperbound on the expected subset size is equivalent to an upperbound on the probability that the subset size equals 2. The question of when the rule can be chosen to satisfy these two conditions simultaneously is discussed below. Also, in Section 4 some numerical results will be presented comparing our procedure with Gupta's (1956 Gupta's ( , 1965 and with the one studied by van der Laan (1992) . In particular, the probability that our subset contains the best, the worst and an "-best will be computed for several examples. In the next section the case of two normal populations, with equal variances and h(x) = x p ; p > 1; x 2 IR + , is studied in detail.
THE CASE OF TWO NORMAL POPULATIONS
Let k = 2; n 1 = n 2 = n and let X i1 be N( i ; 1); i = 1; 2. Taking, for some These rules are of the same form as the ones used by Bechhofer (1954) and by Gupta (1956 Gupta ( , 1965 . Also the rule studied in van der Laan (1992) Gupta approach, d is the smallest such subset. In this section we consider an upper bound on E L( ; c ; ") and/or on E S c , where S c is the size of the selected subset obtained when using the decision rule c . To simplify the notation, the bars on x i ; i = 1; 2, will be left o .
We rst obtain, in the next two theorems, expressions for the risk function and for the expected subset size as functions of ; c; " and n. Thus R( ; c ; ") = (j 2 ? 1 j ? ") p P (X 1 ? X 2 > c)I(j 2 ? 1 j > ") ;
obtained by using the fact that P (X 1 ?X 2 > cj 1 < 2 ?") = P (X 1 ?X 2 < ?cj 2 < Some properties of R( ; c ; ") and E S c , as functions of ; c and ", are stated and proved in Section 5. These properties are used below to study the behaviour of c when, for a xed ", an upper bound, R 0 , is put on R( ; c ; "). We will also, for a xed R 0 , look at the in uence of " on c , and study E S c as a function of R 0 . Another way to decrease the expected subset size is to require that the bound R 0 holds only for some values of . By Lemma 5.1, parts iii) and iv), there then is, when These tables can be found in Section 6. Values of these quantities for the case where n > 1 or " > 0 can be obtained by using the fact that (with an obvious change in notation), for all n 1 and " 0, m;n (c; ") = m;n (c; 0) + " m;n (c; ") = n ? 1 2 m;1 (c ; " ) a n (R 0 ; c ; ") = a n (R 0 ; c + " ; 0) + " a n (R 0 ; c; ") = n ? 
DISCUSSION OF THE PROCEDURE AND COMPARISON WITH GUPTA'S
The advantages and disadvantages of the loss function approach, Gupta's (1956 Gupta's ( , 1965 ) subset selection approach and the "-best approach studied by van der Laan (1992) will now be discussed by means of some numerical examples. A disadvantage of the loss function approach is that a loss function has to be speci ed. And, when using a loss function, new tables, as the ones presented in this paper, are necessary. These tables are not easy to make. An advantage of the loss function approach is that it does not just take into account whether or not an "-best population is an element of the subset, but how bad the best population in the selected subset is. The above loss function approach also has a greater exibility, in that two aspects of the decision procedure can be controlled: the expected loss or risk R( ; c ; ") and the expected subset size E S c . Upper bounds can be xed for both. Expected loss and expected subset size are not comparable or exchangeable characteristics and we are therefore dealing with these characteristics separately in the presented selection procedure.
The di erence between the loss function approach and Gupta's will now be illustrated by means of some numerical examples. In these examples it is assumed, without loss of generality, that 1 < 2 . The selection constant c is chosen in such a way that min The results in the Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are found by using the Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, Table 6 .1 and the relations given at the end of Section 3.
For the cases considered in the two tables one sees that the probability of selecting an "-best population can be substantially larger than the probability of selecting the best one. The di erence is increasing with n. The probability of selecting the worst population is small and decreases rapidly with n. From Table 4 .2 it is seen that R decreases rapidly with increasing and also with increasing n. The expected subset size is close to one, decreases with n and also with . 
